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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a Collective Education Mentorship Model (CEMM) is described by four non-Indigenous students who co-created and undertook a program with this model for an undergraduate-level university experiential learning experience centred around Indigenous health. This model is framed around shared teaching of students by various collaborators/mentors and built upon the values of collaboration, mentorship, reciprocity, and capacity building. Based on feedback from the students and collaborators involved in this experience, this model appears to be a promising means of better situating students as partners in experiential learning through the redefinition of student-supervisor roles, responsibilities, and the sharing of power. Furthermore, this model appeared to create more diverse experiences for students and minimized supervisor burden. Although this model was created specifically for the education of trainees in Indigenous health, it can be further adapted for other student placements and programs where these assets would be beneficial.
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Multi-mentoring, team-based mentoring, and community mentoring are models that have been utilized in the past in the context of undergraduate-level university research (Huizing 2012; Nicholson et al., 2017; Young et al., 2015; de Janasz, & Sullivan, 2004; Sorcinelli & Yun., 2007). The many-to-many model of mentoring (in which multiple mentors interact with multiple mentees) is a cited structure with documented professional and personal development benefits that has been critical to challenging the traditional one-on-one apprenticeship model within undergraduate education (Girves et al., 2005; de Janasz & Sullivan, 2004). These models have evolved due to the increasingly complex environment of academia, and in order to be inclusive of underrepresented groups (Nicholson et al., 2017; de Janasz & Sullivan, 2004; Sorcinelli & Yun, 2007). Furthermore, these models have been found to accommodate limitations in mentor skills, time, and financial resources, as well as facilitate an environment that promotes interdependence, mutuality, and reciprocity, which better situate students as partners in mentorship relationships (de Janasz & Sullivan, 2004). In shared mentorship models, students are exposed to a greater variety of ideas and information, as mentors bring different strengths and fulfill different gaps. Despite the applicability of these models to experiential learning in Indigenous health, such experiences have not yet been documented.

In 2015, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) of Canada published 96 Calls to Action to advance the process of reconciliation in Canada. Three of these Calls to Action identified the importance of education for building student capacity for intercultural understanding, empathy, and mutual respect (Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015). In conjunction with this, student interest in the history, culture, and health of Indigenous peoples in Canada has increased, particularly at the post-secondary level (Yeung et al., 2018). These recent developments have posed new challenges for educators, as there is a general shortage of Indigenous mentors and teachers in post-secondary institutions (Henry, 2012). The increase in demand for their teaching and supervision, particularly for work and experiential education placements, research positions, and graduate theses has led to a heavy “supervisor burden” that has made it difficult for these teachers to balance student mentorship with other academic responsibilities. A related issue pertains to the importance of prioritizing mentorship by Indigenous mentors for Indigenous trainees, as greater positive impact has been identified when mentors and mentees can relate more personally and identify similarly (Rose, 2005; Garvey et al., 2009; Mangan & Trendle, 2019). Enabling these relationships to be constructed meaningfully in academia also requires that Indigenous mentors and teachers are not inundated by other mentorship demands.

This article intends to outline and propose the use of a shared mentorship model for the teaching of Indigenous health trainees to combat disproportionate burdens associated with supervisorship. Furthermore, we argue that the values imbued in shared mentorship can be more aligned with the philosophy of Students as Partners, and ultimately, more suited to learning experiences in Indigenous health.

HISTORY AND CONTEXT

The Collective Education Mentorship Model (CEMM) was developed in 2015 at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada by Dr. Bernice Downey, the current
Indigenous Health Lead at the Faculty of Health Sciences, and a group of four students in the Bachelor of Health Sciences (BHSc) Honours Program. This program offers an interdisciplinary approach to the study of health and disease and emphasizes the Inquiry model of learning, which applies problem-based, self-directed learning in collaborative, small-group settings (Ai et al., 2008; McMaster University Bachelor of Health Sciences Honours Program, 2018). The CEMM was created for the Extended Learning Experience (ELE), an experiential learning course offered to students in the global health specialization of the BHSc program.

The CEMM was designed unintentionally as a result of the student group’s difficulties with finding a primary supervisor willing to oversee four students over a semester-long experiential learning opportunity. Discussions with Dr. Bernice Downey, the eventual main student advisor, drew their attention to the reality of supervisor burden that made the supervision of four full-time students very infeasible. Through these conversations, Dr. Downey agreed to assume the role of a “navigator” for the students, helping them develop relationships with various Indigenous collaborators. Her expertise, personal experiences, and unique position as both a recent doctorate student and transitioning member of faculty led her to craft the vision for the CEMM as one that would uniquely position students and collaborators as partners in a reciprocal learning relationship.

IMPLEMENTATION AND STRUCTURE

The CEMM was a student-designed model of shared mentorship, wherein a small group of students received teaching from multiple collaborators simultaneously throughout the duration of their learning placement. This model adopted a specific language: the term “collaborator” was used instead of “supervisor” or “teacher” (as in traditional student placements) in order to distinguish the CEMM as a model that promotes greater student participation and involvement in the experiential learning partnership. This language was also more inclusive of the diverse identities of participating individuals: while the traditional language of “supervisor” or “teacher” largely alludes to those in academe, the use of “collaborator” welcomed a greater diversity of participants, including faculty members, local community organizers, and other knowledge holders of students’ choice.

In the operationalization of this model, students worked on multiple different projects with their various collaborators simultaneously and collectively participated in diverse experiences and opportunities offered by collaborators. The model was also called a mentorship model because it was intended to go above and beyond simply teaching of students; it was aimed to promote the guidance of students, both in their journeys of learning, but also in their careers, their worldviews, and through role modeling.

In the first application of the CEMM, shared mentorship of four students was undertaken by six collaborators. The initial outreach for collaborators was challenging, as students found that they lacked connections with the local Indigenous communities. Eventually, through their broad outreach, the group connected with Dr. Bernice Downey, who agreed to assume the role as the “navigator” throughout this experience. As an Indigenous post-doctorate student, Dr. Downey was instrumental in bridging the gap between the students and the Indigenous communities. She assisted in the development of relationships between the

students and the collaborators she recruited, keeping both parties responsible to a relationship of reciprocity that would be beneficial to both students and collaborators. The process of brokering relationships took approximately one month and involved preliminary meetings with collaborators and attending community gatherings, events, and other informal activities. Once participation was confirmed from all parties, each collaborator was appointed one specific student, who would act as the main liaison between the collaborator and the group. Ultimately, a diverse group of collaborators and projects was assembled, spanning fields such as anthropology, history of medicine, public health, and pediatrics.

The experiential learning experience framed around the CEMM was by nature one that was relational: the group of students met with each collaborator individually, as well as collectively. The initial meetings between the group and individual collaborators were used to explain the logistics of the CEMM and the responsibilities and benefits of participating. Collaborators were also given the opportunity to explain their expectations for the experience, as well as details about any deliverables they were hoping the group could produce. At the end of the CEMM experience, one collective meeting was also held with all collaborators, students, program advisors, and interested faculty. This final, collective meeting was used for students to present their learnings from the experience as a whole, many of which were drawn from working across disciplines and through many projects. This collective meeting also allowed collaborators to interact with one another and actively participate in the social network created through the students. The original design of the model intentioned more of these collective meetings to be held, including one at the beginning and halfway through the experience. Given the inaugural nature of this experience, it was logistically challenging to organize more than one meeting, but multiple meetings should be intentioned in future implementations of the CEMM.

**Figure 1: Comparison of the traditional research supervisorship model with the CEMM**
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SUCSESSES AND CHALLENGES

Successes

From the students’ perspective, the CEMM provided a versatility of experiences that would not exist in the scope of a traditional one-on-one student supervisorship. Throughout this experience, the students assumed hybrid identities: they were at once project partners, but also observers, personal assistants, and mentees. As such, the experiences they underwent were diverse, including the traditional academic activities of giving research presentations and preparing posters, as well as non-academic experiences, such as shadowing board meetings and attending community events. These non-academic experiences exposed students to the understanding of complexities faced by Indigenous collaborators within institutions and gave them authentic perspectives on historical and ongoing racial tensions. This wide range of mentorship broadened students’ understandings of the multidisciplinary skills and tools critical to work effectively and appropriately in Indigenous health. This flexibility also enabled students to direct the recruitment of collaborators from different stages of their careers, allowing students to also receive many different insights on personal career development and trajectory.

The CEMM also increased the flexibility and autonomy students had with their learning experience. Without the obligation and logistical setup of a traditional full-time placement, students were able to choose how many, as well as which projects they wanted to be involved in. Ultimately, students were more authentically positioned as partners with collaborators in that the distribution of power was more equitable: in contrast to traditional experiential learning experiences, in which a supervisor “hires” a student, it was the students who were empowered to add projects and collaborators as they saw fit with the guidance and mentorship of their navigator, based on specific areas or topics of interest to the group.

Challenges

The CEMM involved multiple different collaborators, each of whom expressed different levels of interest in the model. While some collaborators were very interested in participating in the network of Indigenous health professionals the model intended to create, others were more singularly interested in the relationship with the students. Several others had primary interest in the ability of students to contribute to their projects. As a result, the dynamics of the relationship between the group and each collaborator varied considerably and balancing and navigating these complex relationships simultaneously was challenging for the students. The large number of collaborators and faculty overseers involved in this model also posed a challenge to scheduling large group gatherings or meetings, and several collaborators were ultimately unable to attend the meeting hosted at the end of the CEMM.

This experience was also limited in its length as a semester-long commitment. Given that implementing the CEMM required a significant amount of time to organize logistically, particularly the process of collaborator recruitment, the actual experience itself only effectively lasted three months. The long-term, slow-progressing nature of many Indigenous health projects was thus challenging for students to contribute to within this timeframe, and students made less progress on their work than they had initially hoped. In the future, it is recommended that this model be adopted for longer student placements (or in an ongoing

longitudinal manner), in order that both students and collaborators receive maximal benefit from the logistical cost of organizing the experience.

THEMES OF THE MODEL

The CEMM was built upon key themes that are particularly relevant to teaching and training in Indigenous health in a post-TRC Calls to Action environment. These themes are also resonant with those that have been cited in Students-as-Partners literature, aligning with concepts of reciprocity; realities of partnership outcomes; context of practices; and inclusive, partnered learning with communities (Mercer-Mapstone et al., 2017).

First, the CEMM was built upon collaboration and reciprocity—among students, between students and collaborators, and among collaborators themselves. Each of the collaborators possessed different fields of expertise, and student exposure to these different perspectives taught them about the interdisciplinary nature of Indigenous health work and research. The creation of a network among collaborators also enforced the theme of working together within Indigenous health and exemplified the capacity for students, in their role as partners, to bring together those working in the same field.

Second, the CEMM prioritized mentorship of students. This was facilitated by the stipulation that none of the collaborators would be responsible for assigning grades directly to the students. As a result, the pressure frequently placed on individuals in the supervisory position to grade students, and the pressure placed on students to impress their supervisors, was reduced overall. The power imbalance was reduced, and students were more authentically able to become partners in the learning relationship, without the constant pressure of evaluation. This facilitated more organic learning and relationship building—students were permitted to, at times, simply sit aside to observe collaborators’ approaches to managing a project, or shadow collaborators’ daily activities, for example, without the worry of not constantly producing tangible contributions for student evaluation purposes.

Given that students were established as partners in the mentorship relationship with collaborators, the value of reciprocity was also of great importance. While students were welcome to come aboard to learn from their collaborators through informal ways, formal learning and assignment of specific projects and tasks was also necessary for the collaborators to benefit from the partnership. In the CEMM, the notion of reciprocal relationships was regularly considered in the design of student-led activities. For example, through the CEMM, the students worked to facilitate collaborator networking, which was intended to include collaborators as beneficiaries in the student-collaborator relationship and to establish students as partners capable of making tangible and unique contributions. Increasing the ability for collaborators to benefit from this learning and teaching model continues to be an area of development.

Finally, the CEMM was designed with the goal of capacity building and the formation of future partnerships between students and collaborators. The CEMM enabled students to learn from collaborators, who provided personal mentorship, as well as the opportunity to work on specific projects, which built capacity in students’ academic skills. The establishment of these
partnerships between students and their collaborators in this experience also hoped to set a precedent for future partnerships between Indigenous community members and students. In particular, non-traditional mentorship models may benefit Indigenous trainees substantially by helping to facilitate continued development of capacity and equitable representation. Through the CEMM experience, all four students gained additional appreciation and respect for the notion and importance of allyship in Indigenous health work and for collective reconciliation efforts and principles by the nature of the work they were doing, but also through the values the CEMM itself espoused.

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION

The CEMM represented a model of experiential learning that challenged the role of students as passive, primary beneficiaries of learning experiences, and instead placed them in the centre of reciprocal student-collaborator relationships founded on a principle of equal partnership and learning from one another. Through its emphasis on balancing learner, collaborator, and community needs and the creation of equitable benefits for all parties involved in an experiential learning experience, this model was appropriately suited for Indigenous health training and directly addressed the TRC’s Calls to Action that call into question the importance of education for building student capacity for intercultural understanding, empathy, and mutual respect (Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 2015). The CEMM also acknowledged and attempted to address the heavy supervisor burden facing Indigenous teachers in the academy and community that has accrued over recent years. It should be noted that this model must be ultimately used in conjunction with (and not in place of) further Indigenization of institutional hiring and capacity-building practices. Indigenous university faculty members continue to be under-represented and concentrated in certain disciplines as a result of the inadequate creation of space for Indigenous knowledge holders within institutions (Andersen, et al., 2008; Henry, 2012).

In conclusion, our findings show that shared mentorship models like the CEMM are effective as a means of more authentically situating students as partners in experiential learning activities through an emphasis on student-directed programming with reciprocal and collaborative relations with mentors. It is recommended that the teaching of Indigenous health may specifically benefit from models like the CEMM, given its embedded values of collaboration, reciprocity, mentorship, and capacity-building, all of which are integral to understanding allyship and reconciliation in a post-TRC era.
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NOTES
1. Following a year of coursework in the foundations of global health, students in this specialization embark on a self-designed ELE lasting a semester (or more) for the purpose of acquiring direct exposure and experience with global health work. Although the ELE is intended to be an experiential learning experience, it is not a typical experiential learning placement, in that students must look for their own supervisors (should they wish to have any) and are free to select a topic (or multiple topics) of their own interest. Furthermore, students are evaluated by the Assistant Dean of the BHSc program (and not any collaborators or supervisors) and are required to demonstrate evidence of active reflection throughout the experience. The emphasis of this course is on the process of learning, and not the tangible outputs.
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